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Dudao R5ProL 1x USB, 3.4A car charger + Lightning cable
The Dudao R5Pro car charger will come in handy for any driver. It is equipped with a USB port and also has an 80-centimeter Lightning
cable, so you can charge up to 2 devices at the same time. No longer do you have to worry about your phone discharging while you're on
the road! The product provides up to 3.4A and is compatible with most 12V / 24V vehicles.
 
Equipped with Lightning cable
Do  you  use  an  iPhone  on  a  daily  basis?  You  no  longer  need  to  take  extra  cables  with  you  when  you  go  on  a  trip!  The  Dudao  R5Pro
charger is equipped with an 80cm Lightning cable, so you can conveniently charge your smartphone. It also offers a USB port, so you can
additionally connect another device to it,  such as a passenger's phone. The product provides a total  amperage of up to 3.4A -  so you
don't have to wait too long until your equipment is ready to use!
 
Compact design - safe to use
The R5Pro charger is not only functional, but also extremely compact and portable. It won't take up too much space in your car. It is also
distinguished by its wide compatibility. The device fits perfectly into 12V / 24V vehicles such as cars, SUVs or even trucks. The charger is
also equipped with an advanced system that protects it from overcharging, overcurrent, overheating and short circuit.
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Brand
Dudao
Model
R5ProL
Color
Gray
Port
USB
Cable
Lightning
Input current
DC 12-14V
Output current
DC 5V / 3.4A max.
Material
Aluminum alloy + ABS
Cable length
80cm

Preço:

Antes: € 3.5055

Agora: € 3.00
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